Ezekiel Saw The Wheel

Arranged by Gilbert M. Martin

ze-ki-el saw the wheel 'way up in the middle of the air,
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ze-ki-el saw the wheel 'way in the mid-dle of the air.

ze-ki-el saw the wheel 'way up in the mid-dle of the air.
ze·ki·el saw the wheel way in the middle of the air.

ze·ki·el saw the wheel way up in the middle of the air,
ze·ki·el saw the wheel 'way in the mid·dle of the air. E-

'way up in the mid·dle of the air. Oh! E-

ze·ki·el saw the wheel 'way up in the mid·dle of the air. E-

ze·ki·el saw the wheel
Ze-ki-el saw de wheel way in the middle of the air.
The little wheel run by the grace o' God! A wheel in a wheel way in the middle of the air!